
Z A R A G U S T A  
Zaragoza 

0034 635 577 772 
www.zaragusta.com

We are dedicated to showing the 
heritage of our city in new exciting 

ways. We want our tours to be 
experience and to surprise visitors, 
whether you are visiting the city for 

the first time or if you have lived 
here all your life.

P E R S O NA L I Z E D  
T O U R S

Company dedicated to organizing 
guided tours in Zaragoza and  its 

surroundings.

ZARAGUSTA

More info

http://www.zaragusta.com
http://www.zaragusta.com


Urban art in Zaragoza. 310 Squad.

G U I D E D  T O U R S

We have a great offer of guided tours of Zaragoza and the surrounding area of  Aragón. We offer tours 
with panoramic views of the city, visits for organized groups and themed visits about historical figures, 

gastronomy, shopping and much more.

PERSONALIZED TOURS              FROM 30€  

We will show you the most important monuments in Zaragoza, 
(tickets to museums and churches included), we will collect you 
from your hotel or at any other agreed place. We can 
accommodate a wide range of visitors with families welcome and 
art lovers well caterer for and if necessary complementing the 
visit with a gourmet break.

GROUP TOURS: FROM 150€                             

As well as guiding groups visiting Zaragoza, we also do route 
guides for trips outside the city. We look after visitors and take 
care of things like museum tickets, restaurants or other services 
that you want  so you don´t have to.

INNOVATIVE TOURS: FROM 20€                       

There is a wide range, available including our specialist tours of 
sculptors or painters such as Goya and historical events such as 
the Expo 2008.  We also provide scope for shopping around 
town  or discovering a different city through its mural art. And to 
end the evening you can visit the more mysterious places in  
Magical Zaragoza. 

Panoramic and gastronomic 
Tours

Cultural Tours for small 
groups

Group Tour in The north of 
Spain

Group Tour about  The Civil 
War in Belchite

Magical Zaragoza in Santa 
Engracia church 

Visit to Zaragoza Museum

Do you like Zaragusta?"
Then visit our website 

zaragusta.com or contact us to 
have us  explain it in more detail 

by e-mail or call us direct. "

www.zaragusta.com"

info@zaragusta.com"

0034 635 577 772"

zaragustatuweb"

@zaragusta"


